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1.

What is Memris�ve Compu�ng?

    Contribu�ng authors:

    Sangho Shin <sshin@soe.ucsc.edu> and SungMo Steve Kang <kang@soe.ucsc.edu> University of

California Santa Cruz

    From: Srinivas Katkoori <katkoori@cse.usf.edu>

2.

Paper Submission Deadlines

    From: Debjit Sinha <debjitsinha@yahoo.com>

3.

Upcoming Conferences and Symposia

    From: Debjit Sinha <debjitsinha@yahoo.com>

4.

Upcoming Funding Opportuni�es

    From: Prabhat Mishra <prabhat@cise.ufl.edu>

5.

Call for Papers: Embedded Systems Week (ESWEEK) 2013

    From: Luca Carloni <luca@cs.columbia.edu>

6.

Call for Submissions: PhD Forum at DAC 2013

    From: Laleh Behjat <laleh@ucalgary.ca>

7.

Call for Par�cipa�on: TAU 2013 Varia�on Aware Timing Analysis Contest

    From: Debjit Sinha <tau.contest@gmail.com>

8.

Comments from the Editors

Dear ACM/SIGDA members,

We are looking for new Associate Editors for SIGDA Enews. If you are

interested, in the posi�on and/or have ques�ons about the same, please email
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Sudeep Pasricha <sudeep@colostate.edu>.

In this issue, we have a very interes�ng ar�cle on Memris�ve Compu�ng. If

you are interested in contribu�ng to this column in the future, contact Srinivas

Katkoori <Sudeep Pasricha katkoori@cse.usf.edu> or Sudeep Pasricha >. An

ar�cle only needs to be about 1 page long with several references. All ar�cles

are included in the ACM digital library and there is no restric�on for the

reproduc�on of the ar�cle for printed publica�on later.

Sudeep Pasricha, ENewsle�er Editor;

Debjit Sinha, ENewsle�er Associate Editor;

Lin Yuan, ENewsle�er Associate Editor;

Prabhat Mishra, ENewsle�er Associate Editor

Srinivas Katkoori, ENewsle�er Associate Editor
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SIGDA News

"Top 10 disrup�ve startup tech plays"

h�p://www.ee�mes.com/electronicsnews/4405514/Top10startupar�clesof2012

If past is prologue, then a look at the disrup�ve technology moves of 2012 may

give us some sense of what the new year will bring.

â€œStephen Hawking gets birthday gi� from Intel"

h�p://www.ee�mes.com/electronicsnews/4405305/StephenHawkinggetsbirthdaygi...

Intel has presented Professor Stephen Hawking with a birthday gi�, a 300mm

wafer with the message "Happy Birthday Stephen Hawking" inscribed hundreds of

�mes in copper le�ers defined using Intel's 32nm manufacturing procress.

"Xilinx Zynq7000 All Programmable SoC wins Microprocessor Report Analyst

Choice Award"

h�p://www.ee�mes.com/electronicsnews/4405332/XilinxZynq7000AllProgrammabl...

The folks at Xilinx are all jolly happy at the moment because their Zynq7000

All Programmable SoC has just won the Microprocessor Report Analyst Choice

Award for 2012.

"Wolfe's Den: Intel Mauls Malware with Hardware Security"

h�p://www.ee�mes.com/electronicsnews/4405171/IntelMaulsMalwarewithHardwar...

In our gut, we all get that hardwarebased security should outstrip the

tradi�onal, so�warecentric approach to an�virus protec�on. But does

that feeling stand up to a backofthenapkin analysis? Well, yes.

"Facebook covets coreheavy ARM SoCs"

h�p://www.ee�mes.com/electronicsnews/4405195/ARMSoCsflashdontmatchFace...

At the same event where Facebook managers opened the door for ARM server SoCs

in the data center, they also made it clear that todayâ€™s chips fall short

of what they seek, In addi�on, NAND flash vendors need to refocus their plans

to fill exploding storage needs in the data center, they said.
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"Memristors mimic human brain"

h�p://www.ee�mes.com/electronicsnews/4405034/Memristorsmimichumanbrain

Memristors were conceived by electrical engineer Leon Chua in his seminal

1971 paper "Memristorthe Missing Circuit Element" (IEEE Transac�ons on

Circuit Theory). His peerreviewed claim startled electrical engineers by

detailing how there was a "missing link" in circuit theory.

"Google edges Apple in 2012 U.S. patent race"

h�p://www.ee�mes.com/electronicsnews/4404703/GoogleedgesoutApplein2012p...

Google edged out Apple in a close race to win U.S. patents in 2012. The two

mobile rivals also logged the biggest gains over 2011 of any other Top 50 U.S.

patent winners.

"Intel Simmers Social's Secret Sauce"

h�p://www.ee�mes.com/electronicsnews/4404190/IntelSimmersSocialsSecretSa...

Is social media a bunch of BS? (There's a new book which argues yes.) Even

if we s�pulate that it's not, there's an unspoken consensus that our online

interac�ons with the friends we've never met isn't achieving its full

poten�al.

"Advanced capacitors ensure longterm performance stability"

h�p://www.edn.com/design/componentsandpackaging/4405601/Advancedcapacitorse...

To meet the demanding performance and harsh environmental condi�ons of

automo�ve applica�ons, component manufacturers have developed

professionalgrade tantalum capacitors that ensure longterm electrical

performance stability. The professional tantalum technology sa�sfies the

automo�ve industryâ€™s need for rugged capacitors that maintain highperformance

standards under electrical and mechanical stress. Technical improvements have

been made that strengthen the structure of the capacitor and give it more robust

performance in a variety of applica�ons.

Back to Contents

What is Memris�ve Compu�ng?

Sangho Shin and SungMo Steve Kang

University of California Santa Cruz

Con�nuing demands for more complex informa�on processing require future

system integra�on technologies to overcome various physical limita�ons. Of

par�cular importance is the leakage power that is becoming a dominant limi�ng

factor in CMOS VLSI circuits. The imminent barrier to Mooreâ€™s Law for CMOS, so

called power wall, calls for revolu�onary approaches for development of new

devices and systems integra�on. To meet the increasingly more difficult

technological requirements, the emergent nanoscale memris�ve devices have

received much a�en�on, since they provide â€˜resistanceâ€™ as a new physical

state variable [1].

When the func�onali�es of nanoscale CMOS VLSI circuits can be integrated

with the new emerging features of nanoelectronic devices, in par�cular the new
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state variable of resistance, lowpower highperformance compu�ng systems and

ultradense memory systems can be achieved [2]. Memristors and memris�ve devices

have been uncovered as such devices since they can be configured into nonvola�le

memories, logic gates, programmable interconnects with high integra�on density

and, more importantly, with CMOS compa�bility.

A myriad of compu�ng circuits and systems that use â€˜resistanceâ€™ as one

of the state variables [1, 46], e.g., memristors and memristors/CMOS hybrid

[3], can be classified into the â€˜Memris�ve Compu�ngâ€™ system. Memris�ve

compu�ng basically u�lizes the emerging features of nonvola�le resis�ve

memory devices, such as Resis�ve RAM (RRAM), PhaseChange RAM (PCRAM), and

Magne�c RAM (MRAM).

By exploi�ng the nonlinear proper�es of nanoscale memristors, and replacing

many CMOS transistors with memris�ve devices for latching or switching circuits,

revolu�onary analog/digital memris�ve compu�ng can be realized with significantly

reduced form factor, manufacturing cost, and ac�ve and leakage power

consump�ons. The promising applica�ons of memris�ve compu�ng are in

 reconfigurable nanoelectronic systems, e.g., threshold logic [7] and FPGA [8];

 resis�ve Boolean logic and signal processing, e.g., stateful logic [1, 46];

 nonvola�le VLSI compu�ng [9]; and

 neuromorphic synap�c network [10].

Such memris�ve compu�ng circuits will enable compu�ng to be embedded into

the storage system as well. In the dataintensive systems, the bo�leneck is not

in the compute cycles but rather in latency, bandwidth, and capacity of memory

and storage accessible to a compute node. Low latency, high density memris�ve

devices offer a unique opportunity to augment the compute node with powerefficient,

highstorage capabili�es [2], thus memristors that exhibit low latency and be�er

wear characteris�cs will be ideally suited for a variety of data analy�cs tasks

such as high performance scien�fic and na�onal security applica�ons.

The memris�ve compu�ng primi�ves consume sta�c power, though their

magnitudes would be small, primarily due to the devicesâ€™ nature of voltagecurrent

dynamics. On the other hand, leakage power can be negligible. In other words,

memris�ve compu�ng overcomes the basic limita�on of CMOS compu�ng which

takes a significant amount of dynamic/leakage power. Such dis�nc�ve features of

memris�ve compu�ng units call for new CAD tools for future hybridiza�on of

memris�ve and CMOS VLSI systems. As such the lowcost, nonvola�le, solidstate

circuit technology enabled by emerging nanotechnologies will significantly reduce

the energy costs.

References

[1] K. Kim, et al., â€œField Programmable Stateful Logic Array,â€ IEEE

Trans. ComputerAided Design, vol. 30, no. 12, pp. 18001812, Dec. 2011.

[2] B.V. Essen, et al., â€œOn the role of NVRAM in data intensive HPC

architectures,â€ Workshop on Emerging Supercompu�ng Technologies (WEST), May 2011.
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Paper Submission Deadlines

DACâ€™13 â€“ Design Automa�on Conference

Aus�n, TX

User track deadline: Feb 6, 2013

Jun 26, 2013

h�p://www.dac.com/

MSE'13  Microelectronics Systems Educa�on

Aus�n, TX

Deadline: Jan 15, 2013

Jun 23, 2013

h�p://www.mseconference.org

PACT'13  Int'l Conference on Parallel Architectures and Compila�on

Techniques

Edinburgh, Scotland

Deadline: Mar 15, 2013 (Abstracts due: Mar 11, 2013)

Sep 711, 2013
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h�p://www.pactconf.org

ASQED'13  Asia Symposium on Quality Electronic Design

Penang, Malaysia

Deadline: Apr 23, 2013

Aug 2328, 2013

h�p://www.asqed.org/

BIOCAS'13  Biomedical Circuits and Systems Conference

Ro�erdam, Netherlands

Oct 31 â€“ Nov 2, 2013

Deadline: Jun 14, 2013

h�p://www.biocas2013.org/

ICFPT'13  Int'l Conference on FieldProgrammable Technology

Kyoto, Japan

Deadline: Jun 1, 2013

Dec 911, 2013

h�p://www.fpt2013.org/

Back to Contents

Upcoming Conferences and Symposia

ISSCC'13  Int'l SolidState Circuits Conference

San Francisco, CA

Feb 1721, 2012

h�p://isscc.org/

ISQED'13  Int'l Symposium on Quality Electronic Design

Santa Clara, CA

Mar 1113, 2013

h�p://www.isqed.org/

DATE'13  Design Automa�on and Test in Europe

Grenoble, France

Mar 1822, 2013

h�p://www.dateconference.com/

ISPDâ€™13 â€“ Intâ€™l Symposium on Physical Design

(colocated with TAUâ€™13)

Lake Tahoe, CA

Mar 2427, 2013

h�p://www.ispd.cc

TAUâ€™13 â€“ Intâ€™l Workshop on Timing Issues in the Specifica�on and

Synthesis of Digital Systems

(colocated with ISPDâ€™13)

Stateline, NV
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Mar 2729, 2013

h�p://www.tauworkshop.com/

NOCS'13 â€“ Intâ€™l Symposium on NetworksonChip

Tempe, AZ

Apr 2124, 2013

h�p://chatha.faculty.asu.edu/nocs2013/

NOCS'13 â€“ Intâ€™l Symposium on NetworksonChip

Tempe, AZ

Apr 2124, 2013

h�p://chatha.faculty.asu.edu/nocs2013/

GLSVLSIâ€™13 â€“ Great Lakes Symposium on VLSI

Paris, France

May 24, 2013

h�p://www.glsvlsi.org

BSNâ€™13 â€“ Intâ€™l Conference on Wearable and Implantable Body Sensor

Networks

Cambridge, MA

May 69, 2013

h�p://www.bsn2012.org

ASYNC'13 â€“ Intâ€™l Symposium on Asynchronous Circuits and Systems

Santa Monica, CA

May 1922, 2013

h�p://asyncsymposium.org

ISCAS'13  Int'l Symposium on Circuits and Systems

Beijing, China

May 1923, 2013

h�p://iscas2013.org/

ViPES'13  Workshop on Virtual Prototyping of Parallel and Embedded Systems

Boston, MA

May 24, 2013

h�p://www.vipesworkshop.org/

USAHOST'13 â€“ Interna�onal Symposium on HardwareOriented Security and Trust

Aus�n, TX

June 23, 2013

h�p://www.hostsymposium.org/

ISCAâ€™13 â€“ Intâ€™l Symposium Computer Architecture

TelAviv, Israel

Jun 2327, 2013

h�p://isca2013.eew.technion.ac.il/

AHSâ€™13  NASA/ESA Conference on Adap�ve Hardware and Systems
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Torino, Italy

Jun 2427, 2013

h�p://www.see.ed.ac.uk/ahs2013/

Back to Contents

Upcoming Funding Opportuni�es

ASEE

Office of Naval Research (ONR) Sabba�cal Leave Program

Deadline: Con�nuous

h�p://onr.asee.org/

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Postdoctoral Fellowship Program

Deadline: Con�nuous

h�p://www.asee.org/fellowships/nrl/about.cfm

DARPA

Defense Sciences Research and Technology

Deadline: February 7, 2013

h�ps://www.�o.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=f2d279d3a55a3b4d30825429000...

Microsystems Technology OfficeWide Broad Agency Announcement

Deadline: September 1, 2014

h�p://www.grants.gov/search/search.do?oppId=197074&mode=VIEW

DOD

Research Interests of the Air Force Office of Scien�fic Research

Deadline: Con�nuous

h�p://www.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=158973

High Performance Compu�ng on Massively Parallel Architectures (BAA 640901)

Deadline: Con�nuous

h�p://heron.nrl.navy.mil/contracts/baa/index.htm

DOE

Director's Postdoctoral Fellows

Deadline: Con�nuous

h�p://www.lanl.gov/science/postdocs/appointments.shtml

Postdoctoral Appointments

Deadline: N/A
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h�p://www.sandia.gov/careers/postdoc.html

Sabba�cals and Faculty Appointments

Deadline: con�nuous

h�p://www.nrel.gov/rpp/sabba�cals.html

McDonnell Founda�on

Studying Complex Systems  21st Century Science Collabora�ve Ac�vity Awards

Deadline: con�nuous

h�p://www.jsmf.org/programs/cs/

NSF

CyberEnabled Sustainability Science and Engineering (CyberSEES)

Deadline: February 5, 2013

h�p://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504829

Exploi�ng Parallelism and Scalability (XPS)

Deadline: February 20, 2013

h�p://nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504842

Core Techniques and Technologies for Advancing Big Data Science & Engineering

(BIGDATA)

Deadline: June 13, 2013

h�p://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504767

Expedi�ons in Compu�ng

Deadline: September 10, 2013

h�p://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503169

Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC)

Deadline: Sep 30, 2013 (medium) / Dec 16, 2013 (small)

www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504709

Back to Contents

Call for Papers: Embedded Systems Week (ESWEEK) 2013

Montreal, Canada, September 29  October 04, 2013

h�p://esweek.acm.org

++ CASES +++ CODES+ISSS +++ EMSOFT +++ Workshops +++ Tutorials ++

About ESWeek



ESWeek is the premier event covering all aspects of embedded
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systems and so�ware. By bringing together three leading

conferences (CASES, CODES+ISSS, and EMSOFT), two symposia

(ESTIMedia and RSP) and several workshops and tutorials, ESWeek

allows a�endees to benefit from a wide range of topics covering

the state of the art in embedded systems research & development.

Dates



 Abstract submission: March 29, 2013

 Full paper submission: April 05, 2013

 Acceptance no�fica�on: July 05, 2013

 Camera ready version: July 26, 2013

 Early Reg. deadline: August 28, 2013

 Conference: Sept 29  Oct 04, 2013

For instruc�ons on paper submissions as well as call for special

sessions and tutorials see: h�p://esweek.acm.org

Organiza�on



ESWeek General Chairs:

Luca Carloni, Columbia University, USA

Karam S. Chatha, Arizona State University, USA

ESWeek Local Arrangement Chairs:

Gabriela Nicolescu, Polytechnique Montreal, Canada

CASES TPC Chairs:

Rodric Rabbah, IBM, USA

Anand Raghunathan, Purdue University, USA

CODES+ISSS TPC Chairs:

Radu Marculescu, Carnegie Mellon University, USA

Pree� Panda, IIT Delhi, India

EMSOFT TPC Chairs:

Rolf Ernst, TU Braunschweig, Germany

Oleg Sokolsky, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Back to Contents

Call for Submissions: PhD Forum at DAC 2013

The Ph.D. Forum at the Design Automa�on Conference is a poster session

hosted by SIGDA for Ph.D. students to to present an discuss their disserta�on

research with people in the EDA community. It has become one of the premier

forums for Ph.D. students in design automa�on to get feedback on their

research and for industry to see academic work in progress: 400  500 people

a�ended the last forums. Par�cipa�on in the forum is compe��ve with
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acceptance rate of around 30%. Limited funds will be available for travel

assistance, based on financial needs. The forum is open to all members of

the design automa�on community and is freeofcharge. It is colocated with

DAC to a�ract the large DAC audience, but DAC registra�on is not required

in order to a�end this event.

Eligibility



Students with at least one published or accepted conference, symposium or

journal paper. Students within 12 years of disserta�on comple�on and students

who have completed their disserta�on during the 20112012 academic year.

Disserta�on topic must be relevant to the DAC community. Previous forum presenters

are not eligible. Students who have presented previously at the DATE and ASPDAC

Ph.D. forums are eligible, but will be less likely to receive travel assistance.

Important Dates



Submission Deadline: March 10, 2013

Submission Link: h�p://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=daforum13

No�fica�on Date: April 15, 2013

Forum Presenta�on: TBA

Submission Requirements



A twopage PDF abstract of the disserta�on (in twocolumn format, using

1011 pt. fonts and singlespaced lines), including name, ins�tu�on,

advisor, contact informa�on, es�mated (or actual) gradua�on date, whether

the work has been presented at ASPDAC Ph.D. Forum or DATE Ph.D. Forum, as

well as figures, and bibliography (if applicable). The twopage limit on the

abstract will be strictly enforced: any material beyond the second page will

be truncated before sending to the reviewers. Please include a descrip�on of

the suppor�ng paper, including the publica�on forum. A list of all papers

authored or coauthored by the student, related to the disserta�on topic

and included in the twopage abstract, will strengthen the submission.

A published (or accepted) paper, in support of the submi�ed disserta�on

abstract. The paper must be related to the disserta�on topic and the

publica�on forum must have a valid ISBN number. It will be helpful, but is

not required, to include your name and the publica�on forum on the first

page of the paper. Papers on topics unrelated to the disserta�on abstract

or not yet accepted will not be considered during the review process.

Please Note:

The abstract is the key part of your submission. Write the abstract for

someone familiar with your technical area, but en�rely unfamiliar with your

work. Clearly indicate the mo�va�on of your Ph.D. disserta�on topic, the

uniqueness of your approach, as well as the poten�al impact your approach

may have on the topic.

In the beginning of the abstract, please indicate to which track your
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submission belongs to. Proper spelling, grammar, and coherent organiza�on

are cri�cal: remember that the two pages may be the only informa�on about

yourself and your PhD research available to the reviewers.

All submissions must be made electronically. Please include the suppor�ng

paper with the abstract in one PDF file and submit the single file. There

are many free u�li�es available online which can merge mul�ple PDF files

into a single file if necessary.

Tracks



* Systemlevel Design, Synthesis and Op�miza�on (including networkonchip,

systemonchip and mul�/manycore, HW/SW codesign, embedded so�ware issues,

modeling and simula�on

* High Level Synthesis, Logic Level Synthesis

* Physical Design and Manufacturability

* Power and Reliability Analysis and Op�miza�on (including power management

from system level to circuit level, thermal management, process variability

management)

* Timing Analysis, Circuit and Interconnect Simula�on

* Signal Integrity and Design Reliability, Analog/Mixed Signals and RF

* Verifica�on, Tes�ng, Pre and PostSilicon Valida�on, Failure Analysis

* Reconfigurable and Adap�ve Systems

* Emerging Design and Technologies (carbon nanotubes, molecular electronics,

MEMS, microfluidic system, biologicallyinspired systems, quantum compu�ng,

etc.)

Submissions dealing with power modeling, analysis, and/or op�miza�on may

be submi�ed to any track, depending on the abstrac�on level and contents of

the work. Same principle also applies to variabilityaware and faulttolerant

design and analysis. Please consult your advisor to determine which track

is the best fit for your submission.

If you s�ll have ques�ons about the most appropriate submission track,

you are encouraged to contact the TPC Chair, Dr. Shiyan Hu (shiyan@mtu.edu).

Contact Informa�on



For ques�ons not addressed on this page, please send email to Dr. Shiyan

Hu: shiyan@mtu.edu. Please include "DAC Ph.D Forum" in the subject line of

your email.

Organizing Commi�ee



Shiyan Hu Michigan Technological University

Laleh Behjat University of Calgary

Mircea Stan, University of Virginia

GiJoon Nam, IBM Research

Back to Contents

Call for Par�cipa�on: TAU 2013 Varia�on Aware Timing Analysis Contest
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TAU 2013 (www.tauworkshop.com) invites you to par�cipate in a so�ware tool

development contest on varia�on aware parametric �ming analysis. With the

increasing number and significance of manufacturing and environmental sources

of variability in the design and use of modern VLSI designs, �ming analysis

considering the uncertainty due to variability is essen�al. At the same �me,

the growing complexity of modern designs requires fast �ming analysis, thereby

requiring tools to adopt accuracy and run�me tradeoffs. The goals of this

contest are the following.

* Mo�vate university level students to learn about modern VLSI design �ming

analysis in the presence of variability and encourage research in this area

* Provide insight to some challenging aspects of a "fast" parametric

(e.g. sta�s�cal) sta�c �ming analysis tool, and look for novel solu�ons,

the results of which may be interes�ng to both industry and academia

* Encourage use of parallel techniques for �ming analysis (especially

mul�threaded techniques)

* Facilitate crea�on of a public university level varia�on aware �mer

(would serve as a framework for contests in future)

Contestants would be asked to addi�onally provide a presenta�on (.ppt

or .pdf) describing key novel contribu�ons of their tool. The top three

contestants would be invited to present their work as part of the TAU20 talks.

Look out for contest details and details on "surprise" awards for the top

contestants on the website:

h�ps://sites.google.com/site/taucontest2013/

IMPORTANT DATES



Contest specifica�ons, sample benchmarks, and a cell library are available

on the contest website. Upon request, a determinis�c �mer infrastructure is

available.

â€¢ Contest announced: October 12, 2012

â€¢ Early binaries due (for verifica�on/ini�al feedback): February 1, 2013

â€¢ Final version of binaries due with 2 page document describing key ideas: February 15, 2013

â€¢ Results announced: March 27, 2013 (at TAU workshop)

CONTACT



All communica�on regarding the TAU 2013 contest (including contest

registra�on) must be directed to tau.contest@gmail.com. Contest organizers:

â€¢ Dr. Debjit Sinha, IBM Corp. (Chair)

â€¢ Prof. Luis Guerra e Silva, INESCID / IST  TU Lisbon, Portugal

â€¢ Prof. Jia Wang, Illinois Ins�tute of Technology,

â€¢ Dr. Shesha Ragunathan and Mr. Dileep Netrabile, IBM Corp.

â€¢ Dr. Ahmed Shebaita, Synopsys Inc.
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No�ce to Authors

No�ce to Authors By submi�ng your ar�cle for distribu�on in this Special Interest Group publica�on, you hereby grant to ACM the following

nonexclusive, perpetual, worldwide rights: to publish in print on condi�on of acceptance by the editor; to digi�ze and post your ar�cle in the electronic

version of this publica�on; to include the ar�cle in the ACM Digital Library and in any Digital Library related services; and to allow users to make a personal

copy of the ar�cle for noncommercial, educa�onal or research purposes. However, as a contribu�ng author, you retain copyright to your ar�cle and ACM

will refer requests for republica�on directly to you.

This newsle�er is a free service for current SIGDA members and is added automa�cally with a new SIGDA

membership.

Circula�on: 2,700

This ACM/SIGDA ENEWSLETTER is being sent to all persons on the ACM/SIGDA mailing list. To unsubscribe, send an email to listserv@listserv.acm.org with
"signoff sigdaannounce" (no quotes) in the body of the message. Please make sure to send your request from the same email as the one by which you are
subscribed to the list.

To unsubscribe from the SIGDAannounce list, click the following link:

h�p://listserv.acm.org/scripts/waACMLPX.exe?SUBED1=SIGDAannounce&A=1
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